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Pregnancy in the Marfan
syndrome
The Marfan syndrome, an inherited disorder of connective
tissue, has a wide geographic and ethnic distribution. The
primary features are arachnodactyly, a characteristic habitus
because of excessive length of the limbs, and dislocation of the
lens. Cardiovascular complications frequently occur, and a
substantial proportion of affected people die from aortic
incompetence or dissection secondary to progressive changes
in the root of the aorta,' the average age of death in a series of
72 patients with the syndrome being 32.2
A minimum prevalence of about 1-5 per 100 000 has been

calculated for Northern Ireland,3 and if this figure is valid for
other populations there will be at least 750 people with the
condition in Britain and around 4000 in the United States.
What advice can be given to a young woman with the Marfan

syndrome who is contemplating pregnancy? Can an objective
appraisal be made of the risks to the mother and fetus ? Lethal
or life-threatening aortic dissection has been reported during
pregnancy on several occasions,46 but these patients may have
represented extreme examples; many others are known to have
had uneventful pregnancies. Pyeritz has recently reviewed the
pregnancies of 26 affected women,7 using wives ofmen with the
Marfan syndrome and mothers of sporadic "new mutant"
children as controls. He found no differences in the incidence
of general complications of pregnancy in these groups, though
the spontaneous abortion rate was higher in the women with
the Marfan syndrome. Only one of the 26 affected women had
evidence of any serious cardiovascular disorder before
pregnancy, and she died in the puerperium from endocarditis.

Pyeritz concluded that the risk of death in pregnancy is low
in women with the Marfan syndrome who have minimal

cardiovascular disease. In contrast, published reports strongly
suggest that those with aortic or mitral valvular disease
or dilatation of the aortic root are at high risk of potent-
ially lethal complications in pregnancy or during the post-
natal period. Pyeritz recommended that a minimum aortic
diameter of more than 40 mm, as measured by echocardio-
graphic techniques, or any cardiac decompensation should be
taken as contraindications to pregnancy. Conversely, affected
women who lack these changes might be advised to proceed
with pregnancy under strict obstetric and medical supervision
-and they might be urged to complete reproduction early in
life before the onset of cardiovascular problems.
The Marfan syndrome is transmitted as an autosomal

dominant trait, so any offspring of an affected parent will have
an even chance of inheriting the faulty gene and manifesting
the disorder. The features in the fetus and newborn are minor,
and a child with the condition does not seem to pose any threat
to the mother, or vice versa, during pregnancy.
Whether the recognition of the Marfan syndrome in a fetus

would justify therapeutic termination of pregnancy is debat-
able, but prenatal diagnosis by ultrasonography has been
attempted in two "at-risk" pregnancies in the second tri-
mester.8 In one instance the Marfan syndrome was diagnosed
by finding excessive length of the fetal limbs, and after
termination typical histological changes were seen in the aorta.
In the other pregnancy fetal limb length, as determined by
ultrasonography, did not differ from normal, and the pregnancy
continued to term. By the age of 21 months some disparity was
evident, and the child was thought probably to be affected. On
this basis it is evident that, though there is a place for antenatal
ultrasonography, definitive diagnosis is not always possible.

Unfortunately diagnosis of the Marfan syndrome may be
difficult-both in the adult and in the fetus. In clinical practice
several minor examples or formes frustes are encountered for
every patient with the full-blown syndrome, and it is often very
difficult to know where normality ends and a syndrome begins.
To paraphrase McKusick, the greatest problem in the Marfan
syndrome is the diagnosis of the disorder in the first place.
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